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Abstract: Robot motion planning & control is one of the most critical and prevalent problems in the robotics community.
Even though original motion planning algorithms had relied on “open-loop” strategies and policies, researchers and
engineers have been focusing on feedback motion planning and control algorithms due to the uncertainties, such as
process and sensor noise of autonomous robotic applications. Recently, several studies proposed some robust feedback
motion planning strategies based on sparsely connected safe zones. In this class of planning and control policies, local
control policy inside a single zone computes and feeds the control actions that can drive the robot to a different connected
region while guaranteeing that the robot never exceeds the boundaries of the active area until convergence. While most
of these studies apply only to holonomic robotic models, a recent motion planning method (RCT) can solve the motion
planning and navigation problems for unicycle like robotic systems based on a randomly connected circular region tree.
In this paper, we propose a new/updated feedback motion planning algorithm that substantially enhances the sparsity,
computational feasibility, and input effort compared to their methodology. The new algorithm generates a sparse
neighborhood tree as a set of connected obround zones. Obround regions cover larger areas inside the environment, thus
leads to a more sparse tree structure. During navigation, we modify the nonlinear control policy adopted in RCT method
to handle the obround shaped zones. The feedback control policy navigates the robot model from one obround zone to the
adjacent area in the tree structure, ensuring it stays inside the active region’s boundaries and asymptotically reaches the
connected obround. We demonstrate the effectiveness and validity of the algorithm on simulation studies. Our Monte
Carlo simulations show that our enhancement to the original algorithm probabilistically improves the sparsity, and
produces smoother trajectories compared to two motion planning algorithms that rely on sampling based neighborhood
structures.
Key words: Path planning, feedback motion planning, robot navigation, sampling based neighbhood graph/tree
1. Introduction
Motion planning & control of robotic platforms is one of the most critical and highest priority tasks in robotic
applications. The fundamental goal of the motion planner module in a robotic system is to compute the set of
control actions such that the robot (or robots) can safely execute the given motion task without colliding with
the static and dynamic obstacles in the environment. The practical duty of the planner can be to drive the
robot to a final goal configuration (e.g., autonomous parking [1]), to follow the desired trajectory (e.g., welding
robots [2]), to execute a complex mission which is composed of several subtasks [3], etc. Early stages of motion
planning algorithms had mainly relied on generating offline open-loop trajectories (or paths) [4–7] as dominant
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application domain was industrial robotic application. Industrial robotic systems generally operate in highly
controlled environments where modeling uncertainties are minimal compared to other robotic applications.
Once the offline motion planner generates the open-loop trajectories, high bandwidth industrial controllers and
nonback-drivable actuators track these paths in real-time via kinematic control principles.
Recently, the robotic application domain has been rapidly shifting from industrial robotics (controlled
environments) to mobile robotic applications, such as autonomous cars, air drones, unmanned underwater
vehicles that have to operate in high process and sensor noise conditions. Since original open-loop motion
planning techniques can potentially fail even in a mild level of uncertainties, the field moved towards reactive
feedback control based motion planning strategies [8–11]. However, due to the nonlinear and nonholonomic robot
motion models and nonconvex nature of environments, the majority of feedback motion planning algorithms still
relies on generating (online or offline) time-dependent trajectories [8, 12–14]. In these strategies, the feedback
control policies compute real-time reactive control actions that can track these trajectories and supply some
error-bounds and safety guarantees for the trajectory and controller pairs.
In addition to the existing trajectory-based feedback motion control algorithms, other researchers devel-
oped trajectory-free reactive feedback motion planners based on a network of sparsely connected obstacle-free
regions [15–19]. In these studies, a discrete motion planner first generates an (online or offline) graph or tree
structure that is composed of connected, safe zones inside the environment. After that, local feedback policy
inside a single-zone generates the necessary control actions that navigate the robot to a different (connected)
area while strictly satisfying that the robot never exceeds the boundaries of the current active region until it
reaches the borders of the next zone. Indeed, the significant majority of these connected region-based motion
planning methods apply only to holonomic robotic systems [15–18]. Recently Ege & Ankarali [19] developed a
motion control strategy for differential drive unmanned surface vehicles based on a network tree of connected
circular regions. They showed that their algorithm produces computationally feasible and relatively robust
solutions for “simple” circular environments. Later, Ozcan & Ankarali [20] adopted the method to develop a
motion planner for a dynamic car model and tested the method on polygonal environments.
In this paper, we propose a new/updated feedback motion planning algorithm, which substantially
enhances the sparsity and control smoothness performances compared to their methodologies presented in
[19, 20] and an extended version of the SNG algorithm introduced in [16]. Our study’s main contribution is
that in the discrete planning phase, our algorithm generates a sparse neighborhood tree as a set of connected
obround zones, which substantially improve the sparsity of the original algorithm. Since the expanded obround
regions cover larger areas inside the environment, we can cover the area with fewer nodes, thus potentially
solving the motion planning problem relatively more sparse than the methods based on circular regions. Since
obround zones enforce a different geometric constraint than the circular areas, we extend the nonlinear control
policy proposed in [19] such that the model can safely navigate inside the obround zone and asymptotically
converge to the connected obround region or the final goal position.
2. Method
Analogous to the methods presented in [18–20], our approach relies on generating a random tree structure based
on connected sparse regions. In the future, we are also planning to expand our work to probabilistic graph-based
region networks. Similar to the mentioned studies, our algorithm composed of two phases.
We generate a random tree connected collision-free obround zones using the geometry of the obstacles and
boundary in the first phase. The method creates the primary (master) obround region around the goal location
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similar to other studies. After that, we start the random tree extension process, and at each iteration, we
generate a “random” obround connected to one of the existing nodes (i.e., obround zones). Random exploration
of the area is inspired by the fundamental RRT algorithm [21]. We repeat the iterations until the last generated
node covers the initial position of the robot.
The second phase of the method is the navigation stage. Inside each obround region, the navigation
algorithm’s task is to drive the robot connected subsequent node inside the tree asymptotically while strictly
ensuring that the robot stays inside the boundaries of the active zone.
The previous studies [19, 20] utilize circular connected regions proposed similar control algorithms that
can safely (no boundary violation) and asymptotically (in the sense of Lyapunov) drives to the robot to its
equilibrium point, located inside another region. In our work, we modify and extend the proposed control policy
[19] such that the robot can perform safe and asymptotic navigation inside the obround regions. To achieve this,
we propose adding a reference governer type rule to the control policy developed in [19]. Specifically, based on
the robot’s location inside the obround, we generate “the” largest circle inside the obround that intersects with
the robot’s current position. We then use the center of this circle as the updated reference position (instead of
the global reference) and apply the feedback rule proposed in[19]. This local policy both moves the robot and
local reference toward global reference inside the obround shape.
2.1. Random obround tree generation
The random tree generation stage aims to (fully or partially) cover the obstacle-free space with a set of connected
obround shape zones (nodes). Similar to previous studies [18, 19], we first generate a zone around the goal
location and name it as the root (or master) node. Figure 1 illustrates the node generation processes around
a random point, qg . After that, we start the random tree generation processes by drawing a random sample
location, qrnd , inside the boundaries of the environment. If one of the existing nodes cover this random location,
we discard the point and resample a different location. Then, we compute the distance, di between this sample
and each existing node by projecting qrnd to the boundary of the obround zone. Figure 2 illustrates the
projection phase and distance computation based on different possible configurations. We then find the index




Finally, we generate a new point of q̄ by projecting qrand to a smaller interior obround which has a
radius of r̄ = γr where γ ∈ (0, 1) . Figure 2 also visualizes this final process. In this context, we locate q̄ inside
the region of attraction of Nodei∗ . Finally, we generate a new node around q̄ based on the process illustrated
in Figure 1 and add it to the node stack, which stores the sparse tree structure. We repeat the whole process
until the union of all regions covers the initial condition(s). Algorithm 1 presents the algorithmic steps of our
method in detail. Figure 3 provides a comparative illustration of the obround tree generation algorithm and
circle based trees adopted in previous studies [19, 20] on a simple environment.
2.2. Motion Model & Control Policy
In this paper, we focus on developing an improved feedback motion planning algorithm for non-holonomic
differential drive robotic systems. A significant amount of autonomous ground and water (surface and under-
water) vehicles rely on differential drive steering for motion control. Under some assumptions regarding the
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Figure 1. Illustration of the node generation process around a sample point, qg (blue filled circle) (A) The method first
computes the minimum distance of qg to the obstacles and boundaries and finds associated the closest point qmin (red
cross) . We then generate a circle with a radius of r = ||qg − qmin||2 which is the largest obstacle-free circle around the
pint qg . (B) We draw a line (orange dashed line) passing through qc and perpendicular to the normal vector qg − qmin .
We then generate a random extension vector vext (red dashed ) from qg such that angle between the vector and the
previously generated line is θrand ∈ (0, π) . (C) We extend a rectangular region (transparent light green), with a height
of 2r , from qc along the extension vector, vext , until the extended rectangular hits an obstacle. (D) Finally, we generate
an obround shape by “rounding” the corners of the extension rectangle with the original circle’s radius r . One can treat
this final obround shape as a union of two circles and one rectangle. The first circle is centered around qg and has a
radius of r . The radius of the other circle is also equal to r and center qext located along the extension direction. Note
that the rectangular shape has a height of 2r and length of ω = ||qext − qg||2
environmental friction and high-bandwidth velocity controllers, the motion model of these robotics systems can
be accurately captured with a unicycle model (illustrated in Figure 4) [19]. The state-space of the unicycle
model is composed of cartesian position (x, y) , and body orientation, θ measured with respect to a world fixed
reference frame, W . The system’s driving inputs are forward (and backward) speed, ν , and angular velocity, ω .
Since there exists a kinematic constraint on velocity (not position), the system model becomes non-holonomic.
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Figure 2. Here, we illustrate the (minimum) distance computation process between a random sample and a selected node
(obround zone) and projection operation of “the” sample to the inner obround based on different possible configurations.
Blue maker depicts the goal location, qg of the node, and its the center of the goal circle. The light blue marker is the
center point, qext of the extended circle. r and ω are the radius and length of the obround zone, respectively, whereas
r̄ > r is the radius of the inner obround.
Algorithm 1 Obround tree generation.
1: Node0 ← GenerateObroundRegion(qgoal)
2: T ← InitializeTree(GoalNode)
3: for k = 1 to Kmax do
4: qrnd ← Sample()
5: Nodei∗ ← Nearest(T, qrnd)
6: q̄ ← Project(Nodei∗ , qrnd)
7: Nodek ← GenerateObroundRegion(q̄)
8: T.InsertNode(Nodek)





In our study and similar studies based on connected region tree-based motion-planning algorithms, the task of
the local control policy for each active node is
• asymptotically driving the model towards the node’s goal location, qg ,
• ensuring that the robot’s trajectories strictly remains inside the convex boundaries of the zone.
In our paper, the boundary of the obround shape imposes the convex positional constraints that the robot
should obey until convergence. The goal location is the center of the central circle. In the previous work
based on connected circular regions [19], the authors proposed a control policy that can asymptotically drive
the unicycle dynamics towards the center of the circle while also ensuring that the trajectories never leave
the circular boundary. They first reformulate the dynamics around the goal location (considering it as the
equilibrium point) with respect to the instantaneous body-fixed reference frame, B , using polar coordinates,
[ρ , ϕ] . ρ depicts the distance between the unicycle and qg , and ϕ represents the angle between the robot’s
heading direction and line connecting the qg to the body center. Figure 4 illustrates these variables.
Based on this change of variables operation, Ege & Ankarali [19] propose the following nonlinear control
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Figure 3. Comparative illustration of the circle trees and obround trees. Here, we compare the three iterations of
tree generation based on circular regions [19] (A) and the obround areas (proposed approach) (B & C) where for both
tree generation algorithms we use the sample “random” sample locations. Since in the random obround tree generation
algorithm, we also sample a random direction of growth, one can obtain different tree structures even with the same
random locations. Illustrations (B) and (C) proposes two various tree examples based on the same random points. In
all figures, dark grey, grey, and light gray regions illustrate the area of the goal nodes, nodes in the second stage of the
tree structure, and nodes of the third stage of the tree structure, respectively. The dark blue marker is the master goal
location of the environment. Blue and light blue markers are the “goal” center points of each (non-master) node.
Figure 4. Illustration of the unicycle model and variables. W and B denote the world fixed and body-fixed reference
frames, respectively. θ is the heading angle of the robot measured with respect to W . qg = [xg , yg]T is the goal/target
position measured with respect to W . ρ and ϕ denote the polar (radius and angle respectively) coordinates of the qg











and prove using Lyapunov’s second method that if one selects the gain parameters, [Kv , Kϕ] , such that
Kϕ
Kv
> 1 , trajectories of the model asymptotically reach the equilibrium point, i.e. the goal location and never
exceeds the boundries of the circle centered around the goal location.
We adopt the same motion model with [19] in this paper, and if we apply the proposed controller, it can
asymptotically drive the robot towards the goal location inside the zone. However, it can not guarantee that
trajectories stay inside the convex boundaries of the obround area. In this context, we developed a reference
governor algorithm specific to our problem, which strictly (and possibly conservatively) avoids the constraint
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violation while satisfying the asymptotic convergence.
The reference governor is the name of a class of add-on controllers that modify the reference command
of a stable (linear or non-linear) feedback control system such that it can impose some constraints on state
variables [22, 23]. In a control system topology enhanced with a reference governer, the first step is to design
a stable controller ignoring (all or some) constraints. In this context, we will adopt the control policy in (3),
since the algorithm can asymptotically drive the robot to a goal point while also ensuring that the trajectories
never exceeds the boundaries of the circle centered around a goal location, i.e. “global” equilibrium of the active
node.
Note that inside an active node (obround region), we treat the center of the master circle (illustrated with
a dark blue marker in Figure 5) as the primary target/reference location, qg . If the robot’s cartesian position
locates inside the master circle (i.e., the circle centered around qg and has a radius of r ), we directly apply
the control policy in (3). Note that this control policy can both asymptotically stabilize the motion around qg
while also satisfying that trajectories strictly remains inside the master circle, which is entirely located inside
the obround zone, ensuring that no constraint violation occurs inside the obround zone. Figure 5 illustrates
the primary reference location and the master circle, together with the essential variables used by the control
policy.
Figure 5. Illustration of the control policy based on two possible configurations. q1 and q2 visualize the two
categorically different possible robot locations. Grey arrow illustrates the direction of the robot in both cases. Master
circle (blue transparent region) covers q1 , i.e., ||q1 − qg||2 = ρ ≤ r . In this scenario, we adopt the control policy in (3)
directly where the reference location is the center, qg . q2 is outside of the master circle boundary (light blue dashed
line), i.e. ||q2 − qg||2 > r . In this scenario, the method first generates the circle (inside the obround) such that its radius
is equal to r , its center, q̂g resides on the axis connecting qg , qext , its boundary crosses q2 , and (qg − q)T (q̂g − q) ≥ 0 .
Then the governor selects q̂g as the instantaneous reference location and updates the control policy. Note that in this
scenario ρ̂ = r for all possible locations. Algorithm computes ϕ̂ based on the robot’s orientation, q2 and q̂g .
However, if the robot’s cartesian position locates outside the boundaries of the master circle, i.e. when
||q − qg||2 > r , we can not apply the same local control policy since trajectories may deviate from the obround
zone. In this case, the control algorithm generate an instantaneous modified reference location, q̂g , which is
located on the axis connecting qg and qext of the active node.
Let q be the robots current location and ||q − qg||2 > r . We find the circle with following features
• Center, qg , is on the axis connecting qg and qext ,
• Radius is equal to r (same with the master circle),
• Robot’s location q is on its boundary, i.e. ||q − q̂g||2 = r
• (qg − q)T (q̂g − q) ≥ 0
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Then, we choose q̂g as the instantaneous goal location and feed it to the controller. The controller computes
the modified polar coordinate variables, i.e. [ρ̂ , ϕ̂] and then generates the control actions. Figure 5 illustrates
the generated circle, modified reference location, and updated polar coordinate variables for an example robot
location q2 that is outside the master circle boundary. The equations below detail the mathematical procedure





κ = (q − qg)T e ,
α = κ−
√
r2 − (||q − qg||22 − κ2) ,
q̂g = qg + α · v .
(4)
A well defined reference governor [22] has to be constructed such that
• if q̂g is kept constant, no constraint violation occurs in the subsequent motion,
• q̂g is as close to qg as possible
Note that if q̂g kept constant by the construction of the control policy, we guarantee that the robot will remain
inside the circle (red region in Figure 5) for which the center and radius are equal to q̂g and r , respectively.
Since the obround shape of the node entirely covers this circular region, the algorithm satisfies the first condition
(most probably conservatively). If q̂g is between qg and the projection of q on the axis connecting qg to qext ,
q̂g continuously approaches to qg that automatically satisfy the second condition. Note that in the formulation
(4), κ > α for all possible configurations and this guarantees the condition on the location of q̂g .
Fig. 6 illustrates the block diagram topology of the whole closed system.
Figure 6. Illustration of the block diagram topology of the whole closed-loop system. “Obround-trees” block generates
the connected region tree stucture based on the global goal location q∗global and feeds the active node’s parameters
to the “Reference governer” block. “Reference governer” generates a modified q̂g command considering the geometric
constraints of the abround shape and feeds this command to the controller. “Nonlinear controller” block generates the
input actions and feed them to the plant dynamics. Equations of motion dynamics are executed based on the unicycle
model parameters.
2.3. Directed sampling based neighborhood graph (D-SNG)
To compare the effectiveness of our algorithm, we extended and implemented a sampling-based neighborhood
graph (SNG) algorithm [16], one of the first and most cited sparse feedback motion strategies in the literature.
Similar to our approach, the core idea in [16] is to cover the environment’s obstacle-free spaces with intersecting
random zones and create some feedback control policies that can navigate the robot models in between these
overlapping regions. Unlike the directed tree-based approach adopted in this paper, Yang & Lavalle generates
a undirected graph structure by analyzing the intersections between circular neighborhoods.
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However, it is not possible to directly implement the methods in [16] and compare the results with
our algorithm, since Yang & Lavalle [16] only considers robot models with strictly holonomic constraints. In
this context, we modified their methodology to suit for navigating (nonholonomic) differential drive systems.
Because the SNG algorithm considers holonomic only robot models, when there exists an intersection between
two circular regions, SNG algorithm can generate a bidirectional edge between two vertices (regions). After that,
the SNG creates two different navigation functions (holonomic feedback control policies); each can steer the robot
from one circular zone to the next. As we discussed previously, RCT [19] method also relies on a connectivity
structure (particularly tree) based on randomly generated overlapping circles; however, by construction, they
only generate a connection where center of one circle is located inside the other region. The feedback control
policy introduced in [19] can asymptotically guide the (nonholonomic) robot to a connected region since its
equilibrium point locates inside the connected region. In this context, our first extension to the SNG algorithm
is that we create a directed graph, G = {V,E} , by analyzing the types of connectivity structures. Suppose
two circles associated with two vertices, (vi, vj) intersect each other, and without loss of generality, assume
that ri ≥ rj , where r stands for the radius of the associated regions. Based on the distance between centers,
di,j = ||qi − qj ||2 , there are three possible outcomes in terms of connectivity structures.
• If di,j > ri , then there exist no edge connecting the vertice pair (vi, vj)
• If ri ≥ di,j > rj , then there exist a unidirectional connection and one edge, ej 7→i , connecting the vertice
pair (vi, vj)
• If rj ≥ di,j , then there exist a bidirectional connection and two edges, ej 7→i & ei 7→j , connecting the vertice
pair (vi, vj)
Fig. 7 illustrates these connectivity types and associated details. We also adopted a modified sampling strategy
to handle the new connectivity structure and nonholonomic navigation. At each iteration, the SNG algorithm
draws a random sample, qrnd , from the configuration space. If this random location is located inside the collision-
free space, qrnd ∈ Cfree and unexplored regions, qrnd /∈ B , SNG treat this sample as success and generate a
vertex (circular region) vnew around this point. This strategy ensures that no neighborhood is a subset of
another neighborhood and enhances sparsity. However, due to the constraints associated with nonholonomic
navigation, if we adopt such a sampling strategy, it would not be possible to establish unidirectional connections
between vertices. Moreover, since the new zone’s circle would be outside of the existing regions, it would not
be possible to add an edge that directs towards the new edge. This means that it won’t be possible to connect
existing vertices with this sampling strategy, and we can never find a solution (graph) that connects start
location to the goal zone. In order solve this problem, we adopt a slightly different sampling strategy. At each
iteration, D-SNG algorithm draws a random sample qrnd from the configuration space:
• If qrnd /∈ Cfree then the sample is treated as “failure”,
• else if qrnd /∈ B then the sample is treated as “success” ,
• else if qrnd ∈ B then instead of considering the sample as “failure”, we draw a random binary variable
from the Bernoulli distribution with a probability of P , i.e. b ∼ Ber(P ) , then based on the value of b,
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In other words, when a sample is covered by at least of one the regions, we discard the sample with a probability
of 1− P and we keep the sample and generate a vertex around the point with a probability of P . If we select
P = 0 , then sampling strategy will be same with the original SNG method. This approach allows generating
zones whose centers are located inside existing nodes and eliminates the problems discussed above with the
possible cost of reducing the sparsity performance. D-SNG re-iterates the sampling process until the start
location covered by a node (region) which is “connected” to the graph group that contains the goal zone.
However, unlike tree-based methods, we need to run a search algorithm to find a path (sequence of zones) that
connects the node that covers the start location to the goal zone. D-SNG adopts the A∗ search algorithm to
find the path due to its completeness, optimality, and optimal efficiency features [24]. Once A∗ finds a discrete
path from start vertex to goal vertex, we terminate the search and discrad the unopened zones to enhance the
sparsity. One should also note the fact that, A∗ finds the optimal path to the goal location for each of the
explored nodes.
Figure 7. Illustration of the connectivity structures between two intersecting vertices in D-SNG algorithm
3. Results
We performed systematic comparative simulation experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness and performance
of our new feedback motion planning methodology. For each experimental simulation scenario, we both
implemented our algorithm, the motion planning method in [19], as well as D-SNG algorithm using MATLAB to
illustrate the relative performance of the new enhanced approach. We will refer the motion planning algorithm
proposed in [19], as RCT (a.ka. random-circle-trees), to present the comparison results clearly. In our simulation
experiment, we compared both methods based on sparsity performance, measured in terms of #Nodes , control
smoothness, measured in terms of root mean square value of forward acceleration, arms , and total trajectory
length.
Figure 8 shows the arena that we used to test the effectiveness of both algorithms. The arena’s boundary
is rectangular, with a width of 16m and a height of 8m . The map consists of six polygonal obstacles and
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compromises important benchmark features such as shot passages, dead ends, and local minima for a fair and
effective comparative analysis. In all simulations, we adopted the same control and algorithmic parameters
for both algorithms, γ = 0.9 , Kν = 4 , and Kphi = 2 . In D-SNG algorithm we also selected P = 0.1 (The
algorithm produced similar performances, when P ∈ (0, 0.5)).
Figure 8. This figure illustrates an example simulation result where we tested all three algorithms: obround-trees,
RCT, and D-SNG. The maps boundary is rectangular (black box), with a width of 16m and a height of 8m , and
it consists of six polygonal obstacles (black). For all methods, we adopted the same parameters: γ = 0.9 , Kν = 4 ,
Kphi = 2 , qgoal = [11, 3]m (magenta cross marker), and qinitial = [5, 3]m (magenta circle marker). Column (A), (B),
& (C) belong to the simulations performed with RCT, obround-trees, & D-SNG, respectively. Red curves illustrate the
resultant robot trajectory in both scenarios. Light gray regions (circle in A & C, and obround in B) with dark grey
boundaries illustrate the zones of each node in each algorithm. Each active zone is responsible from navigating the initial
conditions that is visible in the illustration. In other words the sequence of zones acts like a ladder which illustrates the
priority queue.
Figure 8 illustrates a sample result from our simulations in Figure 8. In this example, initial and goal
positions are equal to qinitial = [5, 3]m , and qgoal = [11, 3] respectively. In these samples, D-SNG and RCT
algorithms found solutions with 247 and 1769 # nodes, respectively, where as obround-trees reached the solution
with only 122 # nodes.We can see that for these specific examples, obround-trees is the best algorithm in terms
of sparsity. Even more surprisingly, D-SNG’s sparsity metric is the order of magnitude higher (worse) than
the other two algorithms. We speculate that the relaxation of the holonomic assumption in the original SNG
algorithm [16] categorically changes the sparsity feature. It may not even be possible to refer D-SNG as a sparse
motion planning algorithm.
On the other hand, control-smoothness for RCT, D-SNG, and obround-trees algorithms are 3.4 , 3.7
& 2.9m/s2 , respectively. These sample results show that our method has the potential to increase control-
smoothness performances compared to the other two algorithms. Finally, if we compute the resultant trajectory
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lengths for RCT, D-SNG, and obround-trees, we find the following values, respectively; 30.2 , 26.7&34.6m . D-
SNG method provides the trajectory with minimum length. Since D-SNG covers the work-space with a relatively
dense graph structure and then finds the optimal discrete path using A∗ search algorithm, we expected to see
a similar result.
To systematically compare the performances of both algorithms, we performed 500 Monte Carlo simula-
tions using the same environment, and the same initial & goal configuration set shown in Figure 8 and compared
all methods based on the three performance metrics.
Table 1 presents the results of the Monte Carlo simulations. Based on these results RCT and D-SNG
solve the motion problem with 292 and 3340 number of nodes on average. On the other hand, the mean number
of nodes produced with the obround-trees algorithm is equal to 165, which corresponds to a more than 40%
reduction compared to RCT and order of magnitude smaller than the D-SNG method. In terms of control
smoothness metric, RCT and D-SNG produce trajectories for which mean RMS values of acceleration data are
µarms = 3.4m/s
2 and µarms = 3.8m/s2 respectively. The Obround-Trees algorithm reduces this cost metrics
to µarms = 1.9m/s2 . These results imply that not only the Obround-Trees method is significantly better in
terms of sparsity performance, but also it produces significantly smoother trajectories that can be critical for
physical robotic platforms. Finally, when we observe the trajectory length perfomances, quite expectedly D-SNG
provides the shortest path on average thanks to its graph structure and optimal discrete serach stage. Moreover,
it seems that average trajectory length (30.3m) in RCT approach is also shorter than the one produced by our
algorithm (34.6m). It seems that there is a trade-off in improving sparsity and control smoothness metrics. In
the future, we will concentrate on the optimality aspect and improve obround-trees algorithm in that regard.
Table 1. Monte-Carlo simulation results. µ and σ denote mean and standard deviation of the corresponding metric,
respectively.
Algorithm # Nodes arms [m/s2] Path Length [m]


















In addition to these simulations, we also tested the robustness of the obround-trees feedback motion
planning algorithm under relatively extreme actuator/process noise conditions. In these tests, we contaminated
the actuator inputs, (v, ω) , with zero mean white Gaussian noise. We performed 300 Monte-Carlo simulations
with different SNR (signal-to-noise-ratio) levels, SNR ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} . SNR level of 0.25 corresponds to an
average of %25 RMS error between the computed and commanded actuator inputs, which is quite radical even
for physical robotic platforms. In simulations with SNR ∈ (0.25, 0.5) , the obround-trees algorithm successfully
and safely navigated the robot to the goal position in all of the Monte-Carlo tests. On the other hand, for
SNR = 0.75 , the model converged the goal position in %85 of the simulations, which quite remarkable
considering the extreme level of process noise. These results show that the obround-trees method is robust
to actuator/process noise conditions, which is a promising result for future experimental applications.
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4. Conclusion
Path & motion planning has always been one of the most important and popular topics in the robotics
community. Robotics researchers developed numerous algorithms & techniques for different variants of motion
planning & control problems [25]. In this paper, we concentrated on one of the most fundamental and practically
important motion planning tasks, i.e. computing a set of control policies and actions for a differential drive
mobile robotic system such that the robot can be safely driven to a specified goal location from any initial
condition (covered by the algorithm) inside the environment (2D) without colliding with the obstacles. Recently,
several researchers focused on developing robust feedback motion planning strategies for robotic systems based
on generating a sparse random network of safe zones [15–19] inside the environment. These approaches first
sparsely partition the obstacle-free areas of the environment with connected random regions and generate a
neighborhood graph or tree based on the connection structures between these regions. After that, a discrete
planner creates discrete paths inside the neighborhood network from all of the nodes (zones) to the goal node,
i.e., the region that hosts the goal location. Finally, local feedback control policy inside a single-zone generates
the necessary control actions that navigate the robot to a different (connected) area while strictly satisfying
that the robot never exceeds the boundaries of the current active region until it reaches the borders of the next
zone.
Recently Ege & Ankarali [19] developed a motion control strategy for the same problem that we focus
on based on a network tree of connected circular regions, which we refer to as RCT in this paper. RCT method
starts with generating random obstacle-free circular areas and connect then to form a tree structure to obtain a
sparse network tree of nodes. Each circle region acts as the basins of attraction of some local feedback control
policies [19]. RCT then connects these feedback policies in the essence of the sequential composition idea
introduced by Burridge et al. [26]. Each region is associated with a feedback control policy. It is responsible
for navigating the robot inside the area/volume to a final location located inside a different but sequentially
connected region.
In this paper, we proposed an improved feedback motion planning algorithm, which substantially enhances
the sparsity, control effort, and control smoothness performances of the RCT algorithm. During, offline planning
phase, our method partitions the obstacle-free region with sparsely connected obround zones (instead of circles)
and form a tree network structure. Due to the construction methodology of the obround zones, nodes based on
obround shapes cover larger areas than the circle. Hence, it dramatically reduces the number of nodes to reach
a solution. The Monte-Carlo simulation results clearly show that obround-trees algorithm sparsity performance
is substantially better than the RCT and D-SNG algorithms.
In both algorithms (RCT, D-SNG, and Obround-Trees), inside an active node, we define a local feedback
control policy. The task is to navigate the robot to a different connected zone while also strictly satisfying that
robot will stay inside the boundaries of the active region. RCT algorithm adopts a nonlinear control policy
that guarantees that trajectories converge to the circle’s center asymptotically and never violates the circle
boundary. We adopt the same feedback control policy for D-SNG since both approachs rely on circular zones.
However, since obround regions enforce different convex geometric constraints than the circular areas, we can not
directly use the control policy of the RCT approach [19]. To solve this problem, we developed a custom add-on
reference governor block, that modifies the target location (i.e. reference position) to guarantee that trajectories
never violate the geometric constraints imposed by the obround shape. This reference governed enhanced local
control policy not only ensured that the robot can safely navigate and reach master goal location, but also it
substantially improved the control effort and smoothness performances.
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In the future, we would like to extend our algorithm in this paper for higher-order dynamical robot
models, i.e., systems driven by forces and/or accelerations, and possibly test the methodology on a physical
robotic platform. In addition to these, we also want to adopt the method for robots working in 3D environments,
such as drones and unmanned underwater vehicles, by utilizing capsular volumes (3D extension of obround).
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